Viewing Guide
Use this guide to follow the main points of the video.

Topic: Structural Racism
Speaker: john a. powell
Professor of Law and Professor of African American & Ethnic Studies, University of California, Berkeley

5:30…..A post-racial society?

6:30.....Is it race or is it class?

9:00.....The Electoral College: The most pernicious example of the racialized design of our economic and political system.

14:30.....What came first: political polarization or economic polarization?

15:10.....“Dog whistle” politics & the realignment of the South: “We couldn’t help ourselves; it was too easy.”

21:30.....“If you want to understand the economy, you have to understand race.”

25:12.....“To give you a taste of how complex race is...”

28:45.....Structural racism vs. structural marginalization?

33:00.....The solution to structural racism is structural inclusion.

35:00.....Why are white people so angry?

37:55.....“The issue of the 21st Century is belonging & othering.”

43:05.....“Where are white people in this story?”

48:05.....We’ve gotten really good at talking about race without naming it.

49:39.....Our unconscious is doing all the work...and it is radically politically incorrect.

57:15.....A Tale of Two Neighborhoods...

1:01:20.....The answer? Targeted universalism.